[E3] For best grip on odd-shaped materials, jaws can also be
rotated 180 deg to contact more surface area for
clamping.
[E4] Make sure the center point of the work piece does not
wander away from the spindle centerline while the jaws
are being tightened.
[E5] When making fine
adjustments , please
loosen one jaw and
tighten the opposite
jaw slightly until the
work piece is correctly
aligned.

[B1] Check for any loose mounting bolts.
[B2] Avoid leaving the chuck with work pieces clamped
for long periods of time. The best practice is to unload
the chuck jaws daily.
[B3] Clean the chuck and keep it oiled daily
[B4] Do not use a high pressure blower to clean the chips
from the chuck. Instead, use a vacuum or a brush to
clean the chuck after use.

.
[C] If you can not unload the chuck jaws daily for maintenance
, at least unload the chuck jaws after 40 hours use. Remove the
jaws from the chuck body and clean the chips away from all
slots/rails. When finished cleaning, make sure all of the rails are
properly lubricated with oil. Do not use grease or any solid type
of lubricant that will collect debris.
[D] If you find any parts that are faulty or damaged, please
disassemble the chuck according to diagram no.14 and order
the parts from Precision Matthews.

[F] Only use high speed gear when the work piece is properly
set up and aligned; otherwise, please remain in low turning
speed. (figure no.13)

○ Maintenance & Repair ○
[A] Proper maintenance will ensure optimum performance
and durability of the chuck. Do not hammer the chuck,
jaws or the objects on the chuck. Keep the chuck away
from flame, water or anything abrasive.
[B] The following is the maintenance schedule.
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